Model components of luminol chemiluminescence generated by PMNL.
The production of activated oxygen species (AOS) by neutrophils (PMNL) is thought to play a key role in the host defence against invading microorganisms. However, the oxygen metabolites are toxic not only to the invading bacteria but also to the surrounding tissue. The oxidative metabolites production can be evaluated by means of chemiluminescent methods. In this study, the possibility of a new analytical approach for quantitative assessment of chemiluminescent kinetics (AOS generation) of isolated PMNL was estimated. Based on the assumption that the kinetics of luminol-amplified chemiluminescence (LCL) of stimulated PMNL possesses a time-probabilistic nature, this kinetics was described with three components. These components, obtained from different investigated systems, were analyzed and a conclusion was made that the first and the second component represent the processes resulting in extra-and intracellular myeloperoxidase (MPO)-dependent light emission (AOS generation), respectively. The second component was found to be completely dependent on the stimulus ingestion. The third component was not completely MPO-dependent and complicated for interpretation. This component was weakly dependent on the stimulus ingestion, and presents at least some intracellular processes different from those presented by the second component. A conclusion is made that the examined approach for analysis of LCL kinetics allows an assessment of extra-and intracellularly generated quantities of AOS by stimulated PMNL. The assessment could be done for emitting systems in which no additional modifications are used.